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I. INTRODUCTION 
We study germs in 0 E R3 of C” vector ticlds X with X(0) = 0 such that 
DX(0) has eigenvalues 0, i1, - i2. (2 # 0). For such germs, the normal form 
theorem [Ta] implies the existence of a formally invariant l-dimensional 
submanifold. With formally we mean: invariant by the Taylor series. Here 
we are interested in the existence of C” invariant l-dimensional sub- 
manifolds corresponding to that formal one. We also investigate the 
behaviour of X in a cone of finite contact around that submanifold. It turns 
out that for ail such germs, except for those in a set of infinite codimension 
(in the sense of Ei. [Du]), such a C s1 invariant submanifold exists. Essen- 
tially “infinite codimension’y means that for all p E N generic p-parameter 
families of C” vector fields on f.i. compact 3-manifolds will not contain 
such exceptional singularities. 
Moreover, there exists a cone of finite contact around that submanifold 
inside which two situations can appear-up to the sign of X: either (A) the 
only orbit of X tending to 0 is contained in the submanifold and all the 
other orbits starting in the cone leave it, or either (B) all the orbits of X in 
the cone tend to 0 and have infinite contact with the submanifold. The set 
of infinite codimension mentioned above is contained in the set of those X 
xwhich do not satisfy a tojasiewicz condition, i.e., for all kE N and for all 
c > 0 and 6 > 0 there exists an x E R with /ls(j < b and /X(x)/l < C/X//~. For 
more information about this set we refer to [Du]. 
1. Basic Dtifinitions and Useful Theorems 
1.1. DEFINITION. Two vector fields X and Y on R” are called germ- 
equivalent in 0 if there exists a neighbourhood U of 0 such that X/ t; = Yi 0, 
that is: if they coincide on U. 
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1.2. DEFINITION. The set of all vector fields on R” which are germ- 
equivalent with X (in 0) is called the germ of X (in 0). In the same way we 
define germs in 0 of functions, diffeomorphisms,.... The germ in 0 of a set 
A c R” is the germ of its characteristic function xA. A germ will often be 
confused with a representative (element) of it if this is without danger. 
1.3. Notation. G” denotes the set of all germs in 0 of C” vectorfields X 
on R” with X(0)=0. 
1.4. DEFINITION. Let X, YE G”. X and Y are said to be c’ conjugate 
(I E N u { OCI, 01, r 2 1) if for some (and hence for all) representatives 8 
and P of X (resp. Y) there are open neighbourhoods U and V of 0 in R” 
and a C diffeomorphism cp:U+V such that for all 
XE U: Dq(x) .T(x) = y(q(x)). We also write cp*X= Yin this case. 
1.5. DEFINITION. X, YE G” are said to be c’ equivalent 
(r E N u {co, o}) if for some (and hence for all) representatives w  and y of 
X (resp. Y) there are open neighbourhoods U and V of 0 in R” and a C 
diffeomorphism h: U + V which maps integral curves of 8 to integral cur- 
ves of y preserving the ‘sense” but not necessarily the parametrization; 
more precisely: if p E U and (P~(P, [0, t]) c U, t > 0, then there is some 
t’>O such that qz(k(p), [0, t’])=h(qw(p, [0, t]). (cpn and qpp denote the 
flow of 8 (resp. Y).) Time preserving C-equivalence (Y E N u { ‘x), o > ) is 
called C’-conjugacy and this agrees with Definition 1.4 for Y > 1. 
1.6. DEFINITION. X, YE G” are called k-jet equivalent (k E N) if their 
derivatives in 0 up to, and including, order k are equal: #X(O) = O’Y(O) 
for all iE (0, l,..., k}; they are called m-jet equivalent if all their derivatives 
in 0 are equal. 
1.7. DEFINITION. The set of all germs which are k-jet equivalent 
(kE N u {cc }) with X is called the k-jet of X and denoted j,X(O). 
It is important to observe that the kth order Taylor approximation of X 
in 0 belongs tojJ(0); we often will make no distinction between these two 
objects. In fact there is a l-l correspondance between k-jets and vector 
fields X on R” with polynomial component functions of degree dk. 
1.8. THEOREM (Borel) [Di, Na]. If T is a n-tuple of formal power series 
in (x1 ,..., x,) then there exists a germ in 0 of a C” vector field X such that 
j, X(0) = T. 
1.9. THEOREM (normal form theorem) [Ta, Du2]. Let XE G” with 
DX(0) = X,. Let, for h E N, Hh denote the vector space of those vector fields 
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on W’ whose coefficient functions are homogeneous polynomials of degree h. 
Denote [Xi, *],:Hh-+Hh: Yt-+.[X,, Y] and let Bh=Im([X,, .Ih). 
Choose for each h 3 2 an arbitrary supplementary space Gh for Bh in H” (i.e., 
Hh = Bh 0 Gh). Then there exists a germ in 0 of a C” diffeomorphism 
VP: KY’+ iw” with ~(0) =0 such that cp*X is of the form 
‘p*x=x,+g,+g3+ ... +R, 
where g,, E Gh, h = 2, 3 ,..., and j, R,(O) = 0. (The expression abooe makes 
sense because of Theorem 1.8 of Borel). 
1.10. Application of Theorem 1.9. If the l-jet of XEG~ has eigenvalues 
0, iL, -il, (1~ [w\(O)) th en we can assume, up to a linear change of coor- 
dinates, that it has the form n(y(a/&) - x(Z/ay)). Applying Theorem 1.9 to 
this germ, it turns out [Ta, Du2] that there exists a germ in 0 of a C” dif- 
feomorphism cp: ( R3, 0) + (5X3, 0) such that q.+X has the expression 
‘p*X=(A+f(x2+y2,z)) $-,A 
( ax ’ dy) +g(x2+y2 -) 2+J2 ,= (- 2x ,J 
+~~(x2+y2, z);+ R,(x,~j, ;), 
where f(0, 0) =g(O, 0) =k(O, 0) = (ah/&)(O, 0) = 0 andj, R,(Oj = 0. 
We see, in particular, that q*X leaves the z-axis formally invariant, that 
is: the (a/ax) and (a/ay) components of the Taylor series of (p* X do not 
contain pure z-terms. 
1.11. DEFINITION. Let E be a normed space. A germ in 0 E E x R of a set 
K is called a C’cone of contact k around (0,) x [0, co[ (kE N, I> k) if 
there exists a germ of a C’ function h: [0, CCI [ + [0, cc [ with j,h(O) = 0 and 
jktlh(0)#O such that K= {(x, Z)EEX [0, a[ 1 I/x/I <h(z):. 
1.12. DEFINITION. Denote y: R! + Ex [w: z + (0, z). Let X be a germ in 
0 E E x [w of a C” vectorfield on Ex R. We say that X is non-flat along 
(0,) x R if j,(Xc l!)(O) # 0. In the other case we say that X is flat along 
vu x R 
1.13. DEFINITION. We say that a germ of a vector field X satisfies a 
Eojasiewicz inequality if for some, and hence for all, representative B there 
exist kE N and c, 6 > 0 such that for all x with /js// < 6: Ilz((?r)l! 3 cIIxlI’. 
1.14. PROPERTY. If X satisfies a Lojasiewicz inequality then X is non- 
flat along (0,) x R. 
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1.15. PROPOSITION [Du]. Let A denote the set of XEG” which do not 
satisfy a Lojasiewicz inequality. Then A has infinite codirnension in G” (see 
[Du] for definitions). 
2. The Main Results 
2.1. THEOREM. If XE G3 satisJies a Lojasiewicz inequality and if 
A = DX(0) has eigenvalues 0, i& -iA (JE [w\(O)) then X has a C” one- 
dimensional invariant mantfold tangent in 0 to the rotation axis of erA. 
Using 1.10 and 1.14, we obtain Theorem 2.1 as an immediate con- 
sequence of the following theorem: 
2.2. THEOREM. Let XE G3 with j, X(0) = J(y(13/6Jx) - x(d/dy)), I # 0. Zf 
X leaves the z axis formally invariant and if X is non-flat along the z axis 
then 
(a) there exists a C” germ 11: R + R2 whose graph 
((h(z),z)&!‘x[WIz&} IS invariant under X and with j&(O) = 0 
(b) there exists a cone K of finite contact around {0}2 x [0, 03 [ such 
that one of the following situations occurs (changing X to -X zf necessary) 
A. the only orbit of X in K tending to 0 is contained in 
((h(z), z) E [w2 x [w 1 z E [0, mu [ } and all the other orbits starting in K leave K 
after a finite amount of time; 
B. all the orbits of X in K tend to 0 and have cxj contact with the 
z axis. 
We will prove a somewhat more general result for which Theorem 2.2 
will be a consequence. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let E be a real Hilbert space, X a C” vector field defined 
on a neighbourhood U of 0 E E x [w, with X(0) = 0. 
Suppose that X is of the following form: V(x, Z)E U: X(x, z) = 
(XR(x, z), 0) + (A(x, zj x, 0) + (0, B(x, z)) + (R,(x, z), 0), where 
0) <x,(-5 z), x> = 0; 
(ii) X,:U+E, A:U+[W, B: U--+Iw, and R,: U+E are C” and 
bounded on bounded subsets of U together with all their derivatives; 
(iii) R, is co-flat along {(x, z) E Ulz=O}, that is: for all i, r E N 
there exist 6, L,, >0 such that for all (x, Z)E U with 1zI < 6: 
Il(~‘Rml~z’)(~, Z)II GLi,rIzIr; 
(iv) j,(B(O, - )1(O) # 0. 
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Then there exist an E > 0 and a C” map h: C-E, E] -+ E such that 
{W),z)lz~ C--E, 4) is invariant under X and such that j, h(0) = 0. 
Moreover, zf we arrange (by changing the sign of X if necessary) that the 
orbit of X in ((h(z), z) 1 z E [0, E] > tends to 0 then there exists a cone K of 
finite contact around (0,) x [0, CCI [ in which we have one of the following 
situations: 
A. the only orbit of X in K tending to 0 is contained in 
((h(z), z)lz~ [0, E]}; all the other orbits of X starting in K leave K; 
B. all the orbits of X in K tend to 0; they ah have 03 contact with 
w  x lx 
The proofs of these theorems will occupy part III. They make use of the 
“blowing up method.” Let us explain this technique in the next part. 
II. THE BLOWING UP METHOD 
1. Construction 
Let E be a normed space. Consider, for n E f%, the map 
Y”: E x iw + E x If&(x, z j -+ (znx, z). 
Let X be a C” vector field on E x [w. As ‘Y”I Ex (Iw,, (Oj, is an (analytic j dif- 
feomorphism onto E x (rW\ { 0} ), we can consider on E x ([w’\ { 0 > ) the vector 
field 
P=(!?y EX(W {O),LIX. 
1.1. DEFINITION. If p can be extended C”-ly to E x 1w, then we can call 
it the vector field obtained by blowing up X n-times in the &direction. 
1.2. Remark. We see that properties of p in a cylinder-shaped 
neighbourhood of (0,) x [w are transformed, by !P’, to similar properties of 
X in a cone-shaped neighbourhood (of contact n - 1) of (0,) x II& 
1.3. Remark. Our construction is a particular case of the well-known 
spherical blowing up method [Ta, Du, Du2, DRR]. Since our l-jets are 
nonzero, we do not consider further division by a power of Z. 
1.4. Remark. The vector field X in Theorem 1.2.3 can be blown up as 
much as we want (i.e., n may be chosen as big as desired) since (0,) x iw is 
formally invariant. 
505:62;1-7 
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2. Formula 
If X = (XX, XZ) is a vector field on E x R then one calculates that 
3. Application 
In the proof of Theorem 1.2.3 we will need 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let X be a C” vector field on E x R. If X is non-flat 
along (0,) x R and if {0,} x R is formally invariant, then there exists a 
Q E N and a C” filnction G: E x R --f R with G(0, 0) # 0 such that the R- 
component of wQ + ’ is of the form zQG(x, z). 
ProoJ Put X= (XX, X,). As, by our assumptions, the map z +X,(0, z) 
has a nonzero co-jet, there exists a Q E N and some C” maps 
A,, Al,..., AQ: E-, R with A,(O)=A,(O)= ... =AQpl(Oj=O and 
A,(O) # 0 such that we can write 
X=(x, z)= A,(.x)+zA,(x)+ ... +z”~‘A,- ,(x)+zQAQ(x)+ fl(zQ+l). 
The R-component of zQ + ’ is X, 0 YQ + ‘. More explicitly, 
(Xzo YQflj(X, zj 
= A,(zQ + ‘x) + zA ,(zQ + ‘x) + . . . + zQ - IA, _ l(~Q + lx) 
+z~A&~+‘~)+O(Z~+‘) 
=z~(A~(z~+‘~)+ O(z)). 
Put G(x, z) = A,(z” + ‘x) + O(z). 1 
III. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.2.2 AND 1.2.3 
1. Proof of Theorem 1.2.3 
For the sake of readability we will formulate some steps in this proof as 
lemmas which will be proved in Section 2. As a consequence of 
Proposition II. 3.1 we may assume that the R-component of X is of the 
form 
B(x, z) = zQG(x, z) 
with Q E N, G(0, 0) # 0. 
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If Q = 1 then the formula in II, Section 2, implies that for n large enough, 
p is a hyperbolic saddle for which we can apply the (un-)stable manifold 
Theorem [HPS, Ke] to obtain the result. Clearly we are in situation A. 
From now on we assume Q > 2. Observe that X,(0, z) = 0 because for all 
x E E. 
(X,(0, z), x) = liio l/t (XJtx, Z)) tx) = 0. 
Hence we can write, using Taylor’s theorem, 
where D, denotes the partial differential in the E-direction. Let us 
abbreviate L(z) = D,X,(O, z). Then also for all (x, z) E U, (L(z) x, x> = 0 
because for small t:O=(X,(tx,z), tx)=(L(z).tx, tx>+(O(/txl12), tx>= 
t2((L(z).x, x) + O(t)). 
Hence, for all z, eL’?)’ . is a l-parameter group of isometries, as 
ii 
se 
UzP. & euZ)‘. x) = 2 (L(z).eu=)‘. x, euI)f. wu) = 0 
(by the above). 
If A(0, 0) # 0, then XI Ex {,,) is a hyperbolic contraction or expansion. In 
this case the theorem is well known, but our methods used for the 
A(0, 0) = 0 case can also be applied and provide an even easier proof of 
this result. So from now on let A(0, 0) = 0. 
We first explain why it is no restriction to assume that the term A(x, z)x 
is of the form 
A(x, z)x = zPA,(x, z)x (1) 
for some P E ( 1, 2 ,... Q - 1 > and with A i(0, 0) # 0. 
Blowing up X IZ times gives the following form: 
Pyx, 2) = f X&z” ! , z), 0 > 
+ ([A(xz”, z) -d-‘G(xz”, z)] x, 0) 
+ (0, zQG(xzn, -7 )) + f  R;c(XZn, z), 0). 
(2, 
If we choose n large enough, the property G(0, 0) #O should explain our 
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assumption (1). So we call p again X and assume (1). Now we split up the 
proof in two cases: 
Case(a): P=Q-1, 
Case (p): P < Q - 1. 
Case (a). We may (and do) assume that G(0, 0) > 0. Because if not, we 
replace X by -X. If we blow X up enough, as in (2) we see that we can 
also assume that A 1(0, 0) < 0 in (1). 
We may also restrict our attention to the halfspace E x [0, KI[. Let F 
and Jh., denote the time one mapping of X (resp. A’,). Note that 
XR,,(O, z) = 0. 
We claim that there exists a C” map T, : U + L,(E, E) which is bounded 
on bounded subsets together with all its derivatives, such that 
X,.,(x, z) = T,(x, z) . x. 
To see this, define, for fixed (x, z), $(t) = XR,,(&, z), so 
xR,,(x,z)=$(lj-~(o)= j1 $‘(tjdt 
0 
s 
1 
= DIXR.l(tx, z).xdt 
0 
0 
1 
= 
0 
Put 
T,(x, Z) = j1 &YR,&, z) dt. 
0 
In order to write down F in a appropriate form we denote 
S(0, I)= (XE El ilxll = 1) and we consider the map 
!F [0, m[ xS(0, 1)x [0, co[ +Ex [0, co[ 
(r, U, i) + (YU, Z) 
(Y, U, z are a kind of cylinder coordinates). F has the form 
F(x,z)= Y Ilxll(l +zQ~‘c+, z)), T,(x, z) 
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wherecc:Uj1W,T,:U~L,(E,E),P:U~[W,andS,:UjEareC”and 
bounded on bounded sets together with all their derivatives. Moreover S, 
is co flat along E x {O}. There exist constants a,, LIP, and b, , b2 for which, 
on some neighbourhood V of 0 E E x 58, we have 
a,<<(x,z)<az<O 
0 < b, d ,8(x, z) < b,. 
Note that 11 T,(x, z)(x/IjxII)II = 1. 
In order to detect invariant graphs for F we consider, for each h the 
curve defined by z -+ F(h(z), z). Denote B(O, ,u) = {X E El I/XII d ,u). If 
B(O,p)x{O}cVand if 6>0 is small then V6=&0,.~)x[0,6]cVand 
F(V,)c K 
Let us define some function spaces (m > 1): 
F& = (hlh: [0, e] + E is C’, h( [0, E]) c B(O, p), h(0) = 0 
and llh’(z)ll ,< I} 
B;={hlh:[O,.z]-+E is C”andh(O)=O} 
F&=F;,nB; 
c= (hlh: [O,&]-+E is Pand Ilh”!(z)ll <zQ(‘+‘) forO9idm). 
We write F= (F.x, F,). We would like that the curve z + F(h(r), z) is 
again the graph of some function. For that purpose we prove in Lemma 2.1 
the following: if E > 0 is sufficiently small and if h E F&, then the function 
Z: [0, E] -+ R: z -+ F,(h(z), z) 
is a diffeomorphism onto [0, F,(h(c), E)] 3 [0, E]. 
In that case we can take the inverse of Z. Let us put Z-’ =r and 
H= T/z, where H(z) = F,(h(z(Z)), z(Z)). His (at least) defined on [0, E]. H 
is the so-called graph transformed of h. 
So we define I- on R$ for small E > 0. We even have that r: c, -+ Bm is 
continuous for the C” topology: this is proved in Lemma 2.2. As e c El,“, 
for small E > 0, r is defined on J$Y. The cornerstone of the proof is the fact 
that for each m E N we can find an E such that T(Fr) cc. The proof of 
this is given in Lemma 2.3. 
Let e be the closure of c in BT-‘. Each h(‘) for h E c and 
0 < i < m - 1 is a Lipschitz function with a Lipschitz constant independent 
of h; this is still true for h ee. The space e is hence compact for the 
Cm-’ topology, as a consequence of a theorem of Ascoli and Arzela [Di]~ 
c is also convex. As r is continuous on GE- 1 3 e for the C”- ’ topology, 
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we have f(e) c e. It follows from the Leray-Schauder-Tychonov lixed- 
point theorem [Sm] that r has at least one fixed point in c. 
We hence obtain for each m E N an E, > 0 and a C” map 
h,: [0, EJ --) E with j,h,(O) = 0 whose graph is invariant under F. In 
order to prove that lz, is C” we show in Lemma 2.4 that there exist E, p > 0 
such that if (xi, zJiEN is a sequence in B(0, p) x [0, E] with 
lim,, io(xi, zi) = (0, 0), and F(x,, zi) = (xi-r, zi- r), then this sequence must 
lie on the graph of lz,. This means that in this case we have uniqueness of 
the invariant graph. Thus for all m > Q, there exists an & >O with 
&<min {E,, Q} such that h, and h, coincide on [0, EL]; in other words 
we obtain that h, is of class C” on [0, EL]. 
As a consequence of the movement of F in the z direction on V’ we have 
that for all ZE [0, se] there exists an NE N such that FF~(z) E [0, E;]. So 
hi will be C” in the neighbourhood of z as soon as lz, is C” in the 
neighbourhood of FT~(z), which is the case. Thus h, is C” on [0, so] for 
each rnE N. 
Also: j,lzQ(0) = 0. Because of the unicity of ho, in the sense of 
Lemma 2.4, we see as follows that the graph of h, is also invariant under 
X. Let q E N\(O). Then, by similar arguments as above, we find an El> 0, 
EC&Q, and a C” map 6: [0, E”] -+ E with j,&(o) = 0 whose graph is 
invariant under TX( l/q, . ) (the flow of X over time l/q). Take a z E [0, E”], 
then (v.t-- i/q, (4~)~ z)))ic N must, by Lemma 2.4, lie on the graph of h,. 
So, h”l cO,E1 = h,l c0,23. Hence the graph of h, is invariant under rpX( l/q, . ), 
for each q. Thus under X. We clearly are in situation A of the theorem. 
Case (/I). P-c Q- 1. We may (and do) assume that A,(O, 0) ~0. We 
distinguish the cases.G(O, 0) > 0 and G(0, 0) < 0. 
Suppose G(0, 0) > 0. Here the time one mapping of X, denoted by F, is of 
the form 
F(x, z) = !P( Ilxll( 1 + z%(x, z)), T,(x, z) +, z + ze&, z)) + (S,(x, z), 0). 
There exist constants a,, a2, b r, b, for which on some neighbourhood Y of 
0 we have 
a, d a(~, z) d a2 < 0 
0 < 6, d jl(x, z) <b,. 
If B(O, p) x (0) c I’ and if 6 >O is sufficiently small, then 
I’, = &O, p) x [0,6] c V and F( Vb)c V. We define the function spaces 
F&, Br, e, like in the previous part of the proof and put this time 
c= {h/h: [0, E] + Eis C”and /h”‘(z)11 g~‘~+‘)(~-‘~forO~i~,}. 
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We can copy the reasoning of the previous part; only the fact that for ah 
m E N there exists an E > 0 such that r(c) c c requires a slightly different 
proof: Lemma 2.5. Remark that we have again unicity of the invariant 
graph (germ) and that we are in situation A of the theorem. 
Suppose G(0, 0) < 0. Here we cannot simply define the graph transformed 
of an h: [O, E] --f E because X is contracting along the z axis (and if we con- 
sider -X instead of X, our method does not work). Therefore we modify 
X, without modifying its germ in 0, as follows. Take a fixed C” “bump” 
function r: [0, m[ -+ [0, 11 with t(u) = 1 on [IO, +] and z(u)=0 on [I, $zo[. 
We define for all E > 0, X, as 
x&G z) = X(x, z) - (R,(x, z), 0) + T 
0 
5 (I&(x, z), 0); 
then ((0, z)jz 3~) is invariant under -X,. 
In the same way we can modify A, and G such that they are defined on 
some V= &O, p) x [0, a3 [ and that they satisfy on Y an inequality like 
o<c,< -A,(x,z)<c, 
0 cd, d -G(x, z) < d, 
independent of E. 
Let us show that the “flatness condition” of the flat term $~/a). R,(x, z) 
is independent of E, that is: there exists a 6 > 0 and constants C,, > 0 such 
that for all E>O and for ail (x,z)EB(O,p)x[O,6]: 
lF/dz’ (T(z/E) R,(x, z))l < C,,*zr. We have in fact, 
there exist 6, L,, > 0 such that on B(0, ,u) x [0,6]: 
there exist Kj> 0 such that ‘due [0, co[: ITu’(u)i <K,; hence 
which is < (xj=, (7) KjLs_j,r+.i) zr if E 3 z; the problem is trivial for E Q z. 
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We take some neighbourhood V= B(O, CL) x [0, XI[ on which for the 
time one mapping of X,, 
FE(X, 4 = Y 
( 
Ilxll(1 + z%(x, z)), T,(x, z) . j$ z + zQ/II(x, 2)) 
+ (SC&, z), 01, 
we have 
0 < a, ,< - cI(x, z) < a, 
O<b,,< -P(x,z)<b2 
independent of E. 
Again there exist 6 > 0 and 6, E 10, S[ such that if h: [0, S] + B(0, p) 
satisfies h(O) =0 and ]]h’(z)l~ d 1 on [0, S] then z + F,(k(z), z) is a dif- 
feomorphism onto (at least) [0,6,]. This is shown in Lemma 2.6. Let z(Z) 
denote the inverse. We define for E E ]0,6, [ the following function spaces: 
J& = {h: [0, S] -+ Elh is C” and h( [0, S]) c B(O, ,D) and 111z’(z)ll < 1 
on[O,6]andh(O)=Oandforallz~[s,~]:h(z)=O}; 
Br = {h: [0,6] + El h is C” and h(O) = 0 and Vz E [E, S]: h(z) = O}; 
c = {h~Q,l ]]h”‘(z)ll <~(~+‘)(“~~)for all iE (0, l,..., m} and ZE [0, 61). 
Put Fe= (E;,,,, F,) and define H= T,h as H(Z)= I;,,,(h(z(Z)), z(Z)) if 
ZE [0, S,] and H(Z) = 0 if ZE [S,, S]. Observe that r, is well defined and 
is, like in Lemma 2.2 hereafter, a continuous map from c, into Br. 
As Lemma 2.7 will provide that for E E 10, b,[ sufficiently small 
r,(c) c I$?, we conclude in the same way as in Case (a) that for each 
m E N there exists an E, > 0 and a C” function h,: [0, S] + E with 
j,h,(O) =0 whose graph is invariant under Fem. Moreover h,(z) = 0 for 
z E [E,, S] because of the construction; as lim,, ,F’E(O, z) = 0 uniformly 
in z, we see that h, is C” outside 0. 
To show that h, is also C” and m flat in 0, we use Lemma 2.8 which 
states: if h: [0, q] -+ B(0, 11) is invariant under F,,, if h(0) =O? if 
llh’(z)ll ~44 for some M>O and if lz is C” on IO, q] then h is C” on 
[0, q] and co flat in 0. 
Now we know that the graph of h, is invariant under F,,, but as a mat- 
ter of fact we want graph h, to be invariant for X,,. However, for all 
t E [0, 11: X&O, 6) lies on the z axis, since c1 d 6,. So for all t’>O, we 
write t’ = n + t, where t E [0, 11. So we have X,,,r, (0, 6) = X,,,,(X,,,,(O, 6)) 
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showing that 12, has to be invariant under X,,,,, for all t’ > 0. Once more 
using Lemma 2.8 we see that we are in situation B of the theorem. 1 
2. Proofs of the Lemmas 
We use the notations of Section 1. 
2.1. LEMMA. If E > 0 is sufficiently small and if h E Fh., then 
Z: [O, E] -+ R: z -, F;(h(z), z) is a diffeomorphism onto [O, F=(h(&), E)] 3 
co, El. 
Proof: We have 
FJh(c), E) = E + cQfl(h(cj, E) 
>E$cQbt 
> E. 
Also, 
Z’(z) = 1 + Qz Q-lp(h(~), ;)+O(zQj 
>l+QzQ--‘b,+O(zQj 
21 for E small. 
So Z is a diffeomorphism. Note that the 0 symbols are independent 
of h. m 
2.2. LEMMA. For E >0 small enough, t? l$” -+ Br is continuous .for the 
C” topology. 
Prooj: Some notations: 
01= (g: [O, E] -+ IF% Ig(0) = 0, 
g is a C” diffeomorphism and g( [0, E[ ) 3 [0, E] } 
02 = {g: [O, E] + R 1 g(0) = 0, 
g is a C” diffeomorphism and g( [IO, E]) c [0, E[ 1 
71.1:~~fs-‘0,:h-‘FI(h(.), .) 
7c2. .opo2:g+g-’ 
q&41~:h+Fx(h(.), .) 
a:B~xO,-,B~:(H,g)jH~g. 
Fig. 1 shows how I- is obtained. All the arrows are continuous. 
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FIGURE 1 
2.3. LEMMA. For each m E N there exists an E > 0 such that r(F;) c c. 
ProofI Let 12 E e and put H = Th. Clearly H is C”. For i= 0 and 
z=z(Z) we have 
As Z>z+zQb, we can write z<Z(l-blzQ-‘+O(zQ)), so zQ”d 
ZQm(l-Qinb,~Q~'+O(zQ)). 
Consequently, 
ilH(Z)il <z”“(l- (Qmb, -az) zQ-’ + O(zQ)). 
As b, >O and az < 0 we obtain that for small E, independent of h, 
II H(Z)11 < ZQm. 
Suppose now by induction on i that II H”‘(Z)ll 6 Z”“+” for all 
0 <j < i - 1. Let us abbreviate 
E(z) = (h(z), z). 
We differentiate the equality 
(H~F,o@(z)=(F,~@()(z) 
i times to z and obtain for the left-hand side, using the higher order chain 
rule [Ya, AR], 
-$ (Ho(Fp@)(z)= H”‘(Z).((F,&)‘(z))’ 
i-l 
+ 1 x H’@(Z). (Fz fi E)““(z). . . (F; 0 h)Gk’(z) 
k=l (*) 
where (*) is some “universal” summation over the jr,..., j, with the proper- 
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ties that j, + .. . +j, = i and V’I: j,> 1. There exist C” functions 
Ak, 0 <k < i- 1, on B(0, /A) x E’-x [0, S], bounded on bounded sets, such 
that we can write 
i-l 
+ 1 fPk’(Z). A,(h(z), h’(z),..., h”‘(z), 2). 
k=l 
For the right-hand side we get 
+ -f 1 DkF,(E(z)) . (P’(z),..., W’(z)). 
k=2 (*) 
Together, 
c IIH’k’(z)II jA,(h(Z),..., h”‘(z), z)l k=l 
+ IIDF .(K(z)). Fi’(z)ll * 
+ i r. IIDkFx(E(Z))~ (P”(Z),..., R”)(z))ll]. 
k=2 (‘) 
Let us estimate the terms or factors separately: 
(4 lCWW)l’ 
\(F,a@‘(z)I’> 11 +QzQ-%l+O(zQ)Ii 
al+iQzQ-'b,+O(z") 
so 
1 
I(E;&)‘(z),‘G l -iQ- 
-Q-lb, + O(zQ). 
(b) xi<11 IIHik’(Z)II . (A,(h(z),..., h”‘(z), z)i. Since the factors 
IA,(h(z),..., h”‘(z), z)I can be bounded by constants independent of z and 12, 
the induction hypothesis implies 
i-l 
k;l I(H’k’(Z)II . IA,@(z),..., h(‘)(z), z)l = O(z”+‘+ lJQ). 
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(c) xi = C I IIDkF (E(z)). (E (z),..., EUk’(z))ll. 
of the SumIItat~on’te ha&, +j, + ci’) 
In each of the terms 
. . . +j, = i and k 3 2. So there must be 
an I E ( 1, 2 ,..., k > with j, d i - 1. 
So, except for the case j, = j, = . . . = j, = 1 and k = i, each term contains 
a factor /Z(~)(Z) with 0 d k d i- 1; such a term is thus O(Z(‘+‘+ rJQ). The 
case j, = j, = . . . = j, = 1 corresponds to the term 
D’F,(K(z)) . (( y ),..., (” y )); 
this is a sum of terms containing at least one /z’(z) (which is also 
O(z’” ~ ‘+ rJQ), except the term 
$ (Q(z)); 
this term is 
which is also O(Z(~‘~~+~)~). We conclude that 
i c pm,@(z)). (P’(z),..., i+‘(z))ll = O(z(+i+l’Q). 
k=2(*) 
(d) IIDF~J&(z)). 6Ci’(z)ll. We have T,(x, z) = j: DIXR,r(tx, z) dt and 
as for some B: U+ L,(E, L,(E, E)): DIXR,I(tx, z) = D,X,,,(O, z) + 
B(tx, z). tx=e ‘(‘) + B(tx, z) . rx, we can write 
T,(x, z)=e ‘(=) + B,(x, z) . x 
for some B,: U+ L,(E, L,(E, E)). We can calculate the differential of Fey 
for x#O: 
D,FX(x, z) = (1 + zQ ~ ‘a(~, z)) eLcz) 
x&+(l+zQ-’ cI(x, z)) D, T,(x, z) . & 
+(l+z”~‘~(x,i)).B,(~,z).~ +O(Z~) 1 
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and 
~(x,z)=,,x,, [;((l+zQ-l cI(x, z)) z-,(x, z)) . & -1 + O(zX ). 
Hence there exist C” functions D, and D2, bounded on bounded sets, 
such that we can write, with respect to the product E x R, 
DF,(x, z) = [ (1 + zQ - ‘cl(x, z)) eL(‘) 0] 
+ llxll CD,b, z) D,(x, z)l + O(za ). 
Also DF,(O, z) = [( 1 + zQp ‘~$0, z)) eL(“) 0] + O(Z~). As eLcZ’ is isometric 
and as x has to be replaced by h(z), which is O(zmQ), we obtain 
~~DF~(I;(z)).~(~(')(z)JI <(l-t zQ-lu2) Ilh"'(Z)l[ + O(r”‘Q) 
< (1 + zQ- la2) z"--i)Q + qz'"Q). 
(e) Finally all together now: 
IIH(')(Z)I16z(m-i)Q(1-(iQbI-a?)zQ~'+O(zQ)) 
~Z(~~~i'Q(l-(IY1Qbl-u2)lQ-I+0(3Q)~. 
It hence follows from b, > 0 and a2 <O that for small E: 
IIH”‘(Z)II <Z@-i)Q, VZE [O, E]. 1 
2.4. LEMMA. There exist E, p > 0 such that if (xi, zi)iE N is a sequence in 
@O, cl) x [O, E] with lim,, X(~i, zi) = (0,O) and F(x,, zi) = (xi- I, zip !) 
then this sequence must lie on the graph of h,. 
Proqf Consider the CQ coordinate change 
G: 2 = x-h,(z), 
. ;=2. . - 
Put P= G, F and write P= (F.X, Fz). We have 
IIE;(x, z)ll =(l +zQ-$x(0, 0)+ higher order) /lx// +O(z=). 
Since P leaves the Z axis invariant we observe that &X, 5) = 0( l/XII j. Hence 
we can write (since G preserves Q-jets and iiE;,(x, z)li’= 
<Fx(x, ~1, F,(.T 2) > 1 
IlpJX, 2)II = (1 + Fe-‘a(0, 0) + higher order) IiXll. 
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There exists a constant uz < 0 and a neighbourhood r of (0,O) such that 
on V, 
Denote the transformed sequence (Xi, _7i),6 M. We have l15?ill < 
ll~j+lll (1 +~~+~~~a,) d Il?i+lll if E is small. So then for all i, 
Thus z! = 0, that is, the sequence lies on the z axis, which is the transfor- 
med of the graph of h, by G. 1 
Now a lemma for case (/3), G(0, 0) > 0. 
2.5. LEMMA. For each m E N there exists an E > 0 such that r(c) c l$“. 
ProoJ: We follow the same lines as in Lemma 2.3 and only indicate 
the differences. Let /ZEN, H=Th, z=z(Z). We have: IIH(Z)ll < 
z(P+l)m( 1 + zpa2) + O(z%) < Z’P+l)m( 1 + z”az) + O(z”) < ZcP+ lJrn for 
small E (independent of h). In the induction step the changes are: 
(a) (Flo@‘(z)= 1 +Qb,zQp’ + O(zQ)> 1 so l/l(F,oh)‘(z)l’< 1 (this 
will be sufficient); 
(b) and (c) replace Q by P + 1; 
(d) here the conclusion reads 
IIDF,(E(z)). ff”)(z)ll < (1 +#a,) zCp+ 1J(m-i)+ O(z(P+l)m); 
W we end at 
11 H”‘(Z)/1 d z (P+l)(~--i)(l+ZPnZ+O(ZP+l)) 
< zCP+ l)Cm-i) 
\ for small E. 1 
Finally the lemmas for Case (j?), G(0, 0) < 0. 
2.6. LEMMA. There exist b > 0 and 6, E 10, S[ such that if 
h: [0, S] + B(O, p) satisfies h(O)=0 and llh’(z)ll < 1 on [0, S] then 
z + FJh(z), z) is a diffeomorphism onto (at least) [0, S,]. 
ProoJ: Choose 6 < bi-‘/(Q ~ I)) then F,(h(6), 6) = 6 + dQP(h(6), 6) b 
6 - dQb, > 0. Put 6, = 6 - dQb,. Further (d/dz) FJh(z), z) > 1 - QzQ-lb, + 
O(zQ) 2 + for small 6 (independent of h). i 
2.7. LEMMA. For each m E FV there exists an E > 0 such that r,(c) c pp. 
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ProoJ: We follow the same lines as in Lemma 2.3 and only indicate the 
differences. Remember that the O(P)-symbols do not depend on E. Here 
p$zyl <z(P+l)m(l - z’a,)+O(zm) and Z>,z(l -zPP1bZ) so llH(Z)jl d 
Z(p+l)m(l-Zpal+O(Zp+~ )) < Z(‘+ lbrn for small Z. In the induction step 
the changes are: 
(a) 1/I(Fzoh)‘(z)l’6 1 + iQzP-‘bZ + O(zQ); 
(b) and (c) replace Q by P+ 1; 
(d) here the conclusion is 
IIDF. (~(z)).JP(z)ll r 6 (1 - z’a1) z (P+l)(m--i).+O((P+l~m); 
(e) we end at 
II~(i)(zjII~(~-zPa,+o(zP+~)j~(P+~)~~--i)~~~P+~)(~~i) 
for small z. 1 
2.8. LEMMA. If h: [0, q] + B(O, p) is inoariant under F,,, if h(O) = 0, $ 
there exists an M>O mch that VZE [0, q]: llh’(z)/ 6 A4, and ifh is C” on 
IO, rl] then h is C” on [0, q] andjooh,(0) = 0. 
ProoJ For any ZE 10, q] we can write Fi, (h(z), z) = (h(zJz)), zi(z)) 
with limi, m zi(z) =O. If z, and zb are two consecutive points, that is 
zb = z,(z,), then each z E 10, zb] is of the form zi(?) for some ZE ]z6, z,]. In 
order to prove the lemma it hence suffices to show the following: for all 
j, s E N there exists a z, E 10, q] and a K,, > 0 such that for all z0 E [z,, z,], 
for all ie N: ilh”)(zi(zo))ll < Kj,,(zi(za))S; we abbreviate this by writing 
hv)(z,(z,)) = O((Z~(Z~))~) and zi = zi(zO). Let j, s E N. 
From the recurrence formula 
and from the formulas for F,y,E, we derive the existence of a z, and a B, > 0 
such that for z0 < z, and i 2 1, 
llh(z,)ll Q llh(~,-~)II~ (1 -zrpla,j+ B,z?-T’- 
Applying this successively we get 
i-l i-1 i- 1 
IWJII d l--I (I- $a,) Ilh(zo)ll +B, 1 jJ (l-z,Pa,)zy+“. 
k=O j=Ok=j+l 
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On the other hand, 
Zi>Zi~~(l-Z?~~~l~-)> “’ 7 , 
i-1 
>Zj Jj (l-Zfplbz) forO<j<i-1 
k=j 
SO 
Ilh(zi)ll Ilh(zO)ll i-1 C1 -z,‘ul) 
Zf <zs, ,IzI, (1 -ZpQ 
+;B,iyfjl (1-z,Pa,) 1 
. z?,s 
, j=Okzj (1 -Zkgplbz)s (1 -qq) J I. 
If z, 6 (a,/sb,) liCQ ~ ‘- I’ then for all k E N, 
(remember: P < Q - I). Thus in that case 
lbwi)ll d llhJll i-l 
z; 
---g-+Bl c IL.. 
0 jzo 1 -z,‘q -g 
For small z, we have for all j E IV, 
1 
1 -z;a, 
d 2. 
For small z,, we can find a constant L, such that for all z~ [zb, z,], 
(IllZ(z)ll/z”) < L,. So for all i, 
llh(~i)ll i-l 
Zf 
dL,+2B, c zj". 
j=O 
From 7. -,+1<zj(l-zF-‘b,) we derive b,zy<zj-zj+, so ‘j$=hb,zy< 
zo-Zi<Z,, Vie N. 
We obtain 
Ilh(zi)ll 2B,z, <L,+- 
b, ' 
ViE N. 
z; 
Thus the case j = 0 is done. 
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By induction on j we suppose that h@)(zi) is O($‘) for all NE FV if 
0 d k <j - 1. If we differentiate the equality 
k) = I;,,,,(h(z,- 11, zi- I) 
j times and if we follow an analoguous scheme as in the Lemmas 2.3 and 
2.7 we find that for all NE N, 
/Ihqz,)jl d [I -Lqz;-, + o(zp:,‘)] lJhqzi- I)11 -I- O(qy 1). 
Choose N = Q + s then we can find ai > 0 and B, > 0 such that 
llh”‘(z;)ll < (1 - ujz,‘_ r) lihV)(zi- r)ll + BjzF-+l’. 
This estimate is of the identical type we started with when solving the case 
j = 0. Now we may continue exactly in the same way in order to obtain the 
desired result. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.3. 1 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2.2 
As mentioned, Theorem 1.2.2 is a consequence of Theorem 1.2.3 as 
follows: When applying the (normal form) Theorem 1.19 we can, 
moreover, take the diffeomorphism cp such that it preserves the z axis. This 
fact follows from one of the normal form theorems in [Br] but can also 
easily be seen when looking closely at the proof of Il.9 given in [Ta] or 
[DUE]. In terms of their notations, it suffices to look for an YE H’ with 
[Xi, Y] = b, and without pure z terms in the 8j2.y and a/&v components. 
Therefore take any Y’ E H’ with [X,, Y’] = bl. We can always write 
Y’ = Y + &(8/8x) + Bz’(d/dy) for some YE H’ whose ?/a.~ and ~/JJ com- 
ponents do not contain pure z terms. We have 
b!=[X,, Y’]=[X,, Y]--IAz’;+ABz’~. 
‘_ dx 
But as b, and [X,, Y] don’t have pure z-terms in the d/S-x and aldy com- 
ponent, A = B = 0. So b, = [X,, Y]. 
If X is non-flat along the z axis then ‘p*X also is. Up to blowing up once 
we may assume that R, is 3s flat along the z = 0 plane. Now we see that 
we can apply Theorem 1.2.3 with E = iw’, X, = (A +-f(x’ + y’, z)) (~~(a/&~) 
- x(S/+)), A =g(x2 +JJ~, z), B = h(x’ + y’, z) + z component of R,. i 
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